The design of long-span bridges requires accurate finite element (FE) models for reliable predictions of their dynamic characteristics and responses to loads, such as wind or earthquakes. There are inevitably deviations in dynamic characteristics resulted from different FE models with different modeling details. Firstly, the influence of modeling details on structural dynamic characteristics is investigated, including the beam-column joint modeling in tower, the choice of deck models and structural mass simulation. The optimal FE modeling details are proposed for bridges with different structural systems or different girder sections. Then, based on the nature of uncertainties of structural quantities and the characteristic of turbulent wind loading, the sensitivities of buffeting response prediction to structural quantities and wind spectra are both studied through two-dimensional buffeting analysis in frequency domain and three-dimensional buffeting analysis in time domain, respectively.
Introduction
The dynamic design of long-span bridges subject to not only static loads but also dynamic loads, such as wind and earthquake loading, is significantly related to the knowledge of the bridges' modal properties. Modal analysis is commonly the first important step towards a successful dynamic design. As known, for FE models with different modeling details, different modal properties may be obtained. Starting from the perspective of wind resistance design, the optimal FE model is required for valid prediction of structural aerodynamic characteristics. However, even for the optimal FE model, the modal analysis results can hardly be the exact same as those from field vibration testing, like ambient vibration testing [Chang et al. (2001) ; Wang et al. (2010) ; Liu & Zhang (2010) ].
Factors affecting structural aerodynamic behavior include structural parameters and the characteristic of oncoming turbulent flow. Several attempts have been made to investigate the effects of parameter uncertainties, especially the uncertainties in wind characteristics and aeroelastic characteristics, on the prediction of wind-induced responses: e.g. methods based upon reliability analysis theory was developed to assess the random behavior associated with aerodynamic flutter [Ge et al. (2000) ; Prenninger et al. (1990) ; Caracoglia & Jones (2005) ; Huang et al. (2012) ]; the random nature of the definition of wind was explored by deriving a closed-form solution of the single-mode buffeting problem with selected random parameters and comparison with existing deterministic numerical simulation was discussed [Caracoglia & Jones (2005) ]; the buffeting probability assessment for long-span cable-stayed bridges was carried out [Zhao & Ge (2013) ]. Uncertainties associated with buffeting analysis can be divided into three categories: structural quantities, the aeroelastic system and turbulencerelated aerodynamic parameters [Caracoglia & Jones (2005) ]. Most published research results focus on the characteristic of wind turbulence or structural aeroelasticity, while the structural uncertainty is rarely referred to.
The combination of the above factors has motivated the current research efforts. Quantitative investigations of influences of modeling details on structural dynamic characteristics are conducted and the optimal FE models are proposed for long span bridges with different structural systems or different girder sections. Subsequently, based on the nature of uncertainties of structural quantities and the characteristic of turbulent wind loading, the sensitivities of buffeting response prediction to structural quantities (mass, stiffness and damping) and turbulence spectra are both studied through two-dimensional (2D) buffeting frequency domain analysis and three-dimensional (3D) buffeting time domain analysis respectively.
FE Modeling Details
Quantitative investigation of influences of modeling details on structural modal properties is an important preliminary work for the subsequent error analyses on the prediction of wind induced vibrations, which are always based on a deterministic method. The influence of several FE modeling details, including (1) the beam-column joint modeling in tower, (2) the choice of deck models and (3) structural mass simulation, on structural dynamic properties are investigated. Considering the different research purposes, totally four bridges with different structural systems or different girder sections are taken as FE modeling examples. The details of the bridges and their corresponding application in the present paper are shown in Table1. 
Beam-column joint simulation in tower
The rigid regions in towers refer to the joints between pylons and crossbeams ( Fig. 1) . It is prone to distortion in simulation of such joints. The towers are usually represented by 3D beam element with 12 degrees of freedom in FE models. The beam-column joint region can be simulated by a rigid bar element. The uncertain parameters of the rigid bar include the length coefficient (Fig. 2) and the magnification coefficient E of the modulus of elasticity E. Although the optimal value of and E for a single bridge may be obtained by comparison with vibration testing results, the sensitivity analysis of structural modal properties to and E can provide a simple and effective FE modeling of general bridge towers. The rigid region of the H-shaped tower of NP Bridge and the A-shaped tower of QZMJ Bridge are represented in FE models by the rigid bar element with =1.0, 0.8, 0.6 and E changing from 1 to 20. For single tower, the existing research has proved the strong sensitivity of modal properties to the parameters of rigid bar [Yang et al (2001) ]. In the present paper, the FE modal analyses are carried out only for the full bridge with different combination of and E . The variations of natural frequencies with and E are illustrated in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 for NP Bridge and QZMJ Bridge, respectively. The uptrend of natural frequencies can be observed for both NP Bridge and QZMJ Bridge with the increase of and E . However, the vertical fundamental frequencies of cablestayed bridges are not sensitive to the rigid bar related parameters, with maximum deviation of 0.4% for NP Bridge and 0.8% for QZMJ Bridge, respectively. The effects of and E on lateral and torsional fundamental frequencies may not be ignored for cable-stayed bridges with H-shaped towers. For cable-stayed bridges with A-shaped towers, different parameters of rigid bar have little effects on all three fundamental frequencies.
Bridge deck modeling
In FE modeling of bridge deck, the single-girder beam element model (SGM), doublegirder beam element model (DGM), triple-girder beam element model (TGM) and shell element model (SM) are usually employed. There are inevitably differences in modal properties resulted from different deck models, especially for open-section deck, of which the warping stiffness cannot be neglected. The effectiveness of TGM for cable-stayed bridges with open-section deck has been validated by comparing with ambient vibration test results [Zhu et al (2000) ]. However, the TGM at present is basically a linear model for modal analysis but is not available to wind induced lateral-torsional buckling or flutter problems of long span bridges. Besides, the applicability of different deck models depends largely on the structural system and the geometrical shape of deck section.
In this paper, the SGM, TGM and SM are respectively adopted in FE modeling of two cable-stayed bridges with open deck section (NP Bridge and QZMJ Bridge), one cable-stayed bridge with box section (ST Bridge) and one suspension bridge with open section (YWZ Bridge). Computed modal properties of NP Bridge of different deck models are summarized in Table 2 compared with measured frequencies [Zhu et al (2000) ]. Table 3 gives partial computed natural frequencies of the other three bridges. It is observed from Table 2 that little deviations of vertical frequencies exist among different deck models. The lateral frequency of SM is lower than that of SGM and TGM, but is the nearest approximation of the measured results. The characteristic of rigid profile without considering shear deformation of 3D beam element gives the explanation for the overestimate of lateral frequency in SGM and TGM. For torsional modes, the TGM agrees well with the measured one, while large deviation exists between SGM and measured one, which may result in inaccurate or conservative estimation on wind induced vibration. The torsional frequencies of SM are lower than but still keep close to the measured results. Relevant explanation can be referred to in the following section.
Further general conclusions can be obtained from results shown in Table 3 . For cablestayed bridges with open-section deck (NP Bridge and QZMJ Bridge), the effects of different deck models on vertical frequency can be neglected. Although more accurate modeling of lateral modes can be obtained from SM, lateral frequencies of different deck models present no obvious difference, especially for long-span bridges. The fundamental torsional frequency of SGM will be lower than that of TGM by more than 10%. The TGM is suggested as the optimal deck model for long-span cable-stayed bridges. For suspension bridges with opensection deck (YWZ Bridge) and cable-stayed bridge with steel box girder (ST Bridge), the SGM provides almost the same accuracy as TGM and SM with the simplest modeling process. However, when the lateral mode is a focus of attention, the SM may be employed.
Structural mass simulation
The mass modeling of bridge decks in FE models can be realized in two ways, i.e. setting material density to deck element (denoted as Method ), or employing the lumped mass element (e.g. MASS21 in ANSYS) but with deck element density being zero (denoted as Method ). Another aspect of structural mass simulation is the choice of mass matrix for modal analysis. There are consistent mass matrix (CMM) and lumped mass matrix (LMM). The sensitivity of natural frequencies to the type of mass matrix has been investigated in modal analysis of a cable-stayed bridge with shell element deck model, for which Method was employed for mass modeling [Wendy et al (2007) ]. Results show that LMM will result in larger deviation from measured one and therefore the CMM is suggested for shell element deck model. In this section, based on ANSYS FE modeling, the sensitivity of natural frequencies to mass simulation method and the type of mass matrix are investigated for beam element deck model. For shell element deck model, only the different mass modeling methods are investigated (Table 4 ). The NP cable-stayed bridge is employed as an example. For beam element deck model, comparison between A1 and A2 indicates that Method and Method will lead to negligible difference when the CMM is employed in modal analysis. It is observed from A1 and B1 that the vertical frequencies of LMM are lower than those of CMM but with negligible difference. The same conclusion is shown between A2 and B2. However, the torsional frequencies in B1 are much larger than those of A1, while in B2 no abnormity is shown compared with A2. It can be inferred that the mass moment of inertia is not incorporated in the element CMM, which will result in much larger and false torsional frequencies. This also can be used to explain the slightly larger lateral frequency in B1, which is coupled with the torsional mode to some extent. In general, frequencies of LMM are lower than those of CMM, but the deviations can be ignored. The difference between A2 and B2 can be attributed to the different mass matrix in tower element.
For shell element deck model, there is little difference between Method and Method except the torsional modes. For NP Bridge, Method represents the employment of lumped mass element applied only at the center of the deck. The inordinate low torsional frequency can be explained in Fig. 5 . The rotation of the lumped mass element around X axis is equivalent to the out-plane rotation of the deck node and the in-plane rotation of the crossbeam node. For shell element, the local rotational stiffness becomes smaller with the decrease of rotation area, as shown in Fig. 6, K1<K2 . The real rotational stiffness corresponding to Method is a series of the theoretical stiffness and the local small stiffness, which lead to an underestimated rotational stiffness of the real bridge. Hence the mass cannot be concentrated on one node as shown in Fig. 5 by lumped mass elements. 
Parametric Analysis of Buffeting Response
There are inevitably deviations between modal properties from FE models and field vibration test. Even the results from field vibration test may not necessarily reflect real structural conditions. Take the commonly used unidirectional sliding bearings for example, they theoretically allow movements along the longitudinal direction of the bridge. However, for low levels of excitation, as in the case during ambient vibration tests, the behavior of these connections can be different. For low levels of vibration, friction forces can prevent displacement or rotation [Magalhães et al (2008) ]. Considering the unavoidable uncertainties in structural FE modeling, the investigation of their effects on buffeting prediction is of practical significance. Another buffeting related factor is the characteristic of turbulence, which is usually simulated according to given turbulence spectra. However, the published research indicates that buffeting prediction is possibly greatly affected by the choice of input wind spectrum [Caracoglia & Jones (2005) ]. Hence the sensitivities of buffeting predictions to structural quantities and turbulence spectrums are both studied and compared with each other. For simplicity, the self-excited forces have not been taken into consideration and the aerodynamic admittances are set to be 1 in the following numerical analysis cases.
2D buffeting frequency domain analyses
A 2D section model with vertical and torsional degree of freedom is taken as the numerical analysis case with parameters as follows: deck width B=40m; air density =1.225 kg/m 3 ; mass m=20000 kg/m; mass moment of inertia I m =4.5×10 6 ; vertical frequency f h =0.1788 Hz; torsional frequency f =0.5028 Hz; damping ratio h = =0.005.
According to Davenport's buffeting formula [Davenport (1962) ] and random vibration theory, the power spectral density of buffeting responses of 2D section model with 2DOFs is given as follows:
where S uu ( ) and S ww ( ) are along-wind and vertical turbulence power spectra, respectively. The frequency response functions of |H h ( )| 2 and |H h ( )| 2 are expressed as
Parameters related to turbulence spectra are mean wind velocity U(Z)=10m/s, elevation above ground Z=10m and roughness length z 0 =0.01m. The static wind force coefficients and their derivatives at zero degree angle of attack are as follows:
The deviations of modal properties resulted from different modeling details in Section 2 can be attributed to the simulation errors in structural mass or stiffness system. Hence the structural parameter analyses are conducted by changing mass m (stiffness K) of system to m ( K), where =0.9~1.1. Simiu and Panofsky Spectra are selected as the along-wind and across-wind turbulence spectrums, respectively, while some other spectra are employed for wind-related sensitivity analysis. Expressions of different turbulence spectra can be referred to in literature [Simiu & Scanlan (1996) ]. The curves of along-wind and vertical turbulence spectra used in present section are plotted in Fig. 7 . .0, the maximum deviations of vertical and torsional response are 0.45% and 0.8%, respectively, corresponding to mass deviation, and 10.6% and 12% corresponding to stiffness deviation. The buffeting responses are more sensitive to structural stiffness than structural mass. Structural stiffness can effectively restrain the buffeting response, while the effect of mass on buffeting responses is not determinate, as shown in Fig.8 .
It can be observed in Fig. 8 that different along-wind turbulence spectra present little influence on buffeting responses, while different vertical spectra can result in deviations of 13.4% for vertical displacement and 9.8% for torsional response. The spectrum values located near the structural natural frequencies will greatly contribute to buffeting responses. In Fig. 7 , the obvious deviation existing between different vertical spectrums around =2 f h =1.1234Hz well explains the obvious change in vertical buffeting prediction. It also can be observed that the differences between different spectra are significant in lower frequency section, which may lead to stronger sensitivity to the choice of turbulence spectrums for long-span bridges with fundamental frequencies lower than 0.1Hz. This is particularly worthy of attention.
3D buffeting time domain analyses
The structural parameter analyses are also conducted for QZMJ Bridge. Wave superposition technique is used in wind field simulation [Deodatis (1996) ]. The simulated spectra (SS) of turbulent wind samples with 60s time history are illustrated in Fig. 9 together with the target spectrums (TS), of which U(Z)=30m/s, Z=46.628m and z 0 =0.01m. Fig. 10 that different deck mass and deck stiffness generally have little effect on buffeting response except for the lateral displacement, of which, however, the absolute quantity is very small. Comparing with 2D buffeting analysis results, it is found that the sensitivity of buffeting responses to deck stiffness is reduced. It can be explained by a stiffness coefficient , which approximately represents the contribution of deck stiffness to system stiffness. The coefficient can be expressed as follows [Zhang (2011) 
where K gir represents the deck stiffness; K else is the stiffness of other structural components; M is the modal mass; f 0 is initial natural frequency of specific mode; p represents magnification coefficient of deck stiffness and q is the consequent magnification coefficient of 2 0 f . Take the fundamental mode for example, the stiffness coefficient for vertical, lateral and torsional deck stiffness are 1V =10%, 1L =98% and 1T =7%, respectively. The relatively small value well explains the reduced sensitivity of buffeting responses to vertical and torsional deck stiffness. On the other hand, the large deviation in lateral displacement can be attributed to the predominant contribution of deck stiffness to total system stiffness.
Both the buffeting response and its sensitivity to damping ratio increase with the decrease in structural damping ratio. Furthermore, different turbulence spectra, especially the vertical spectra, may result in significant deviations in buffeting prediction, which coincide with the 2D analysis results. The above two aspects need special attention in design of superlong-span bridges with extremely low damping ratios and fundamental frequencies.
Conclusions
The influences of several FE modeling details on modal properties are investigated for several long-span bridges and the sensitivity analysis has been carried out on buffeting responses to structural quantities and wind turbulence. Conclusions of this study can be summarized as follows:
(1) The rigid bar parameters for the tower's beam-column joint simulation have little effects on natural frequencies of the full bridge, especially for bridges with A-shaped towers.
(2) The triple-girder model is most suitable for cable-stayed bridges with open deck section, and the single-girder model is good enough for cable-stayed bridge with box deck section and suspension bridge with open deck section.
(3) For beam element deck models, in general, natural frequencies have little difference between lumped mass and consistent mass matrices. For shell element deck models, structural mass cannot be concentrated only on one node along the deck width by lumped mass element, which may result in false results and consistent mass matrix is suggested for modal analysis.
(4) 2D buffeting analysis results indicate that the sensitivity of buffeting responses to structural mass is lower than that to structural stiffness. The increase of structural stiffness can restrain buffeting response, while the effect of mass on buffeting prediction shows no clear trend. Different turbulence spectra may significantly affect buffeting predictions.
(5) According to 3D buffeting analysis results, buffeting response is generally not sensitive to deck mass and deck stiffness because of their small contribution to the total structural quantity. Both the buffeting response and its sensitivity to damping ratio both increase with the decrease of structural damping ratio. Different turbulence spectra may result in significant deviations in buffeting prediction, which coincide with the 2D analysis results. These need special attention in design of super-long-span bridges with extremely low damping ratios and fundamental frequencies.
